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The Captain’s
Log
Poems by Damon Freed
Break, Break, Break
BY ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
Break, break, break,
On thy cold gray stones, O Sea!
And I would that my tongue could utter
The thoughts that arise in me.
O, well for the fisherman's boy,
That he shouts with his sister at play!
O, well for the sailor lad,
That he sings in his boat on the bay!
And the stately ships go on
To their haven under the hill;
But O for the touch of a vanish'd hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still!
Break, break, break
At the foot of thy crags, O Sea!
But the tender grace of a day that is dead
Will never come back to me.
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A Fine Ship and Its Crew
To Bobby
For exposing me to a world of bad
Deeds, in jest, excitement, and bravery
To Brad
For your inner fire, on which
A smith could quench a blade
To Brian
For your independence and free spirit,
An ever-warming heart
To Christian
For your mischief and innocence,
Inner child and laughter
To Donny
A beacon of loyalty,
The mainstay
To Eddy
For honesty, always true, and for attaching
To a dream and running it down
To Gabe
For your rejuvenating wit and humor
Of a modest kind, trumping the cynic
To Jon
For embarking on the clouds,
Teetering on the precipice of reason and absurdity
To Maurice
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For your vigor, belief, and unfaltering
Optimism
To Russell
For your chuckle and ever-surprising
Cunning in the face of orneriness
To Ryan
The anchor of logic and rationale,
An uncompromising symbol of reason
To Stephen
For your consistency and joyous
Support when I lack the motivation
To TJ
For maintaining the edges of a rock
Whom refuses to become sand
To Zack
Objectivity – the finest judgment
Of whom I have known
To Scott
For your silent support
And awareness
To Kyle
For a hard wit, and, for your words of
Intelligence when mine refuse to be heard
To Tony
Because you are kind
And because you were there in the gestation of this
beautiful ship
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And to Chad
For always showing me what is good
The roughest sob I know
Yet, the brightest also.
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A Little Ditty for James & Cindy!
May the horse and cart restore my duties,
in here. Never the horse before the cart in my world!
For, in my mind the lightning strikes after the thunder!
Just like my writing is driven by my emotions,
And then, once the heart has beat some lines into being,
comes the mind, attentively, gaining attractions!
…
Lighting the surrounding Yellow-brown barren fields;
and pale empty dark-grey patches of, Love.
So that all may see what is actually green, from above,
and lush with living and lightning; a spiraling, moving,
prancing gesture, on its way down from us!
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A Nightmarish Reality
He moved here from the City
Thought Sedalia wouldn’t be a big jump
But now when he wakes with insomnia at 3:00AM
He looks into the basement of the man and woman’s next
door
Brewing his coffee and going outside to smoke
She stares back at him a little
Her insides jump, a little.
And it’s the only thrill he’s had in roughly 10 years.
Because he knows she’s real.
And demons come in all colors.
And red is his!
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A Pistil
I seent a man shot today in cold blood
She crashed right down into the mud
His body landed right next to a rose bud
I can’t explain the combination
I don’t try to understand God’s creation
I just live in this God forsaken nation
The triggerman left happy
I left perplexed
That god darned rose had its hex on me until now!
As the witness I’m a little mad
To think I was had by a little phony pistil
To think it was a cold day in hell
And that’s where we’ll dwell
Until justice is brought to be
On the heads of she and he.
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A Self-Portrait
It’s very strange looking at a self-portrait
You never know what you’re going to get
Whether it’s you or not
If it’s troubled, or not
If it’s you or not
The troubling part isn’t the doing
It’s the remaking them into yourself
Yourself
Yourself
With some help you just might find your self
With the help
A little help
And a helping hand in old age
For the sage doesn’t cry only at the help but upon the welt
of days he has conquered
The laborer of centuries
Of enemies in pain
When there are none
You are them.
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A Trident of Sound
Tip tap tip tap tip
The waitress as she exits the room
As she cleans your behavior up a little
As she runs tables
From there
to the houses of pain
And you might be jumping around
Protecting your children from hip hop lyrics
But censorship isn’t where I stand
When money dictates it from here to there
And Apollo describes the culture in tunes
And the dining rooms from here to there
Are waning
And painting is where I stand
And handouts aren’t for me, anymore
So hear me out this one last time as I hit the road for the
weekend
With or without a furnace of love I will heed the sounds of
love for one day
Because thoughts of you have gone astray by all accounts
Even still, you might think the bills protect us from this and
that
Down on your luck from this and that
Yet, when down on your luck, I say it’s love that protects
you from this pandemic
So as judgement comes in we will be safe from you guys
and from too much moneys
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The Pandemic Police will be making patrols,
you motherfuckers!
Ice cold in a pale of water from our father in your faces
Waking up with clothes upon lines of love, to our Fathers
To giants upon shoulders of lesser men in streets and upon
sheets
Yes, a washboard of words should clean the men in the
streets
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A Way to Go
The great thing about all this shit that I have written.
No one has to hear from me when I’m gone.
And no one has to hear from me now.
That is, if you make the choice not to.
And that sure is a hell of a way to go!
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An Angel at My Table, after Janet Frame
In a large fishbowl
Were poems large and small
Occasionally, a large one
Would swim to its surface
For resurrection.
They fed on brains and the likes.
Perhaps, on the minds of men!
Others, on the scents of small flowers.
Others even cowered below its surface
Mere suckerfish that fed on other
Much larger poems. Until one day,
Like most fish do they grow up and
Atop the water’s edges bask in the sunlight.
And are fed by dreams of others.
Nearly, by Nobel Prizes and the likes.
Yet, some fail to give life, even still.
Drunk in dank pondlife.
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An Edge to Everything
You see, there is an edge to everything.
Getting wasted has its perks,
And jerks are sometimes pricks.
And women are sometimes dicks.
And razors
And shaving blades
And knives
Weapons
Tape
Glasses
Edges… they all have edges,
But so do I.
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Ascend
Sometimes – When feeling
Secure.
The raven shows his
Face demurely
& shadows myself!
But I am a ghost
In the leaves and the rain, not pain.
And find no gain in wondering why?
So while I do this –
There is no time to wonder why!
Because for all sakes &
Purposes – I know why!
If I was shot at –
While being myself in
This studio – I would surely
Die. So I don’t wonder why.
Yet, when I wonder why – I
Do bad things to myself!
And that’s not a great
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Way to belong to the world
Is it?
So I keep on doing it to
Myself, so the world takes
Notes of me. In this world.
And notes are the best
Complement, to me. Because, well,
That really means, something’s
Been learned the hard way! Or, that
Something was not learned.
A little nugget that nearly
Escapes the person gets
Written down in honesty,
That’s good. A note,
A cadre of good sense.
A penance of satisfaction.
A face on a aspen! A vision.
A sentence. A low down &
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Dirty repentance. Of something
Earned. Or, upon second sight,
Nothing is gleaned, but upon
A third time, it would seem.
Anyhow, this is a dream I am writing. And in this dream I
am dead. But alive! So dive into it as you see fit! I earned
the lonesomeness, the angst & tightness of brows, the smug
worship of Gods on this Earth! I chased myself around
bend & hook to fish in some seas of self-worship some
might say – yet on the way there she came, to me. In a pub,
a lagoon of sleep, where the puddles of mud were deep.
Elbows and assholes of sheep. Callus men. A bunch of has
been cheating motherfuckers of sheep. Only to sleep like
babies on their mother. Waking like that too. And I have
been beat down too by the world’s bullshit, but I stood
straight up with guts in the face of those cowards too. So
spit on me if you like to, but I assure you of this: the pills of
life come in two colors, red and blue! So you decide who
you will be in the End!
But the bard of centuries has come to worship this: you
guys and ladies, and gents and gals for being good to me.
Actually. So key up some tunes and maroon yourself on an
island of thinking as it gets vicious in here. Because
quickly now, quickly now, Halloween will bring a change
of seasons for you all to bend to. So keep one eye on me
too, as the Kraken from down under brings you some songs
of joy to sing to.
Hallelujah is a sweetened tone,
That never cut to the bone or marrow,
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And tomorrow is bitter if one allows,
Unless taking tomorrow’s vows in vain.
Since the artist is at the helm again!
And since this is how it goes,
And nobody knows then this is how it goes on some days.
Beautiful is the sea as it ebbs and flows at me in this here
studio made of glass. Ceilings made of glass, too. But sure
as the arrow with diamond tips cuts straight through glass
it’s you who suffer at last. So fasten to this song of glass
and see through to the end that some things last and that
others don’t. The grass is pouring outside and the rain is
springing up at the ankles, and the wrinkles are in degrees
to my sneeze as a nose sits atop it all on this fall day, here
in this studio. With turkeys in fields of pastures and
pigskins flying by day we all know what day it is. So be
well in it on Sunday as you structure your poems once
again for the daylight that passes through the windows of
this town at night. Time is balance, and balance time. As I
smoke this rhyming thought into being. A queenie in the
night is blight to us. A kingly man is blight to us. But a
prince is worshiping her tonight and a costly token is the
blight of worship in this studio by night. Coins rain down
sometimes at the sight of men in sheets doing things of evil
in the streets of Halloween around town because they are
all paid gentlemen doing the good of kings in this town
gone crazy from everything around. Pandemics are abound,
droughts are flickering beside me in this studio of lights on
over heads, yet, as we sing a song of silence over troubled
beds in the nighttime we might just fall asleep at night’s
calling of women in suits. Ch-change, ch-change, chchange into suits ma-ladies! Because Grant says Williams
is best in the fall with poems written by a doctor. But that
book came free to us. And is still with, me. And down on
bended knees he was by one of them, and beside them
came a doctor of love. A harbor of love on sheets came,
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me. And one other. My sister of Love, to me. And she
married early because she found love on the street to be of
another kind! And it was of another kind, the sweetest kind
of love between those two that could ever be! And I know
this how? Because it came calling through field goals
kicked in earnestly hiked backyards of love. The help of
centuries on lawns in backyards of love kicked through
uprights as tall as Love.
You see, my brother Justin and I were athletes of the
kindest kind! Teammates, as we opened up with kicks to
the rafters and back with love! Just to show them what’s
up! You see.
So, in this year gone good from it all… I would like to
share some words of wisdom with you all. Don’t say too
much or else it. Well, that’s a story for bedtime. And you
all know me I can’t keep my mouth shut. Because wisdom
comes and goes in this town like sheep! I learned it the hard
ways! And love goes south if you don’t care for it, in
through the eyes and out through the mouth the hard way.
In love. But love isn’t the whole deal – you see – it’s me on
this night in this studio of pain and gains who gets to say
how it could be in Love. Or, that would just be me putting
my foot in my mouth for you guys. So I’ll take one shot at
it from here. Just love. Don’t over analyze, banalyze,
tributize, fashionize, or lie to her, and you will be fine,
tonight!
And as the day resumes, morning is abreast with autumn.
And the leaves of days are changing overhead. And the
laborers have risen, and the concrete crews are bitten by
projects already, and the asphalt and steel of days is enough
to get them home safe in the days. Where sandwiches of
love have been prepared for them ahead of time by, gods.
Women and men of unearthly virtues. Families bound
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together like woods in furnaces cranking tune-ish heats
through dusty vents of the past. But it’s the modern age,
and we do it our way. And Darwin’s, “On the Origin of the
Species,” was a good read. And too, “Civilization and its
Discontents,” by the slippage of Men in sheets from
Freudian backlash to whiplash of necks be-wrecked by
men. And archetypes of the Jungian kind may be greeting
me in dreams of blue and pink, yellow, and violets, and the
violence of mental disturbances, distractions, come and it
goes by day in this studio. Because it cannot be rainbows
all of the time, and that is simply the way it IS, not should
be. And Greek mythology is wrought with battles, but their
classical statues are perfect. You see!
So, as I continue dreaming so the formulaic nights and days
come far from this writing, I will be as romancing as
possible between spine and gutters, letters and words and
stanzas.
William said to me one shiny day –
Caprice is man’s bed-maid.
But in my current world,
Caprice is a car made from metals, plastics, and vinyl.
And car wrecks are bound to occur on highways of thought
–
And the courses of men are bound to drastic changes of
degrees.
Climate structures of tornados and fires beset a nation on
fire to winds of change and changes of breeze!
So drop drop drop,
The gutter goes
On some days in here.
Crying happens! To cheerleading young girls in costumes
ensnarled upon these words. But the wise men and women
only allow their children certain letters of wisdom in time
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of needs. So I’ll bellow a sound so they too can hear me in
this work of art. In this park and gallop of songs along the
bridges of song. The bar near hear is called “Fitters.”
It's where the spirits go to commune with one another in the
daytimes. Where the young ladies play and communicate
with one another’s bedside manners in the daytimes, and
nights! So, I don’t know who I will be in the end of this, a
bird, a poet, a song, or a dancer… but I have been known to
prance around that place like a girl… to men, who have
become their ages in the days, and nights! Trusting, are the
girls, who have given me rites in the daytimes.
And one time I banished myself from their vices. I was
almost bad. And, knew. My eyes just went black in saying
so. Like a bird of agnostic faith. Like a Raven’s. Like,
Husk’s, in the days.
So, let the worshipers of God come to greet this poem of
song in the day. Because, they are good, to me. And god is
bad, but, only to learn of good in the day.
I don’t know how to write this part, other than to say,
thanks. Chartreusey wines divine!
Plants and vines. Green. In the natural days of summertime
in this city of gold.
Patrick, fighting to the weeds and brambles of cats and
dogs. Schwaby sailing in his ways. Betsy Baker, baking
breads of love. All hailing to me in the days.
Well, that is until I give into them one or two likenesses of
love. A shot of love in the arm hurts. A Flu shot.
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But protects us from love of another kind. The ultra-bad
kind that might take the babies away from us in this planet
of people who are neither good nor bad, gone dry as bones
from no fun or thunderous tones.
Saucy pastas. Cooking wines. Eddy’s in here with me, in
this rhyming poem, too. And, Kyle, his brother as well is in
the house behind ours! In spirit. At least!
Shout outs. Crystal that shines like a crystalline studio with
diamonds.
A popper, a cheesy danish! A spicy tequila drink! A thank
you for here and there, a beautiful kiss on Her, lips.
Betsy’s.
Thank you,
from your worst poet of chiming, and dining, in the days
Damon.
A man, a saint, a hamburger on a plate!
Yes, a mental salivating,
Young man of wit that you cannot
understand anymore. Because a love knocked
him over.
And down to size.
Upon your thighs,
A lion went,
a Tiger. William Blake, his teeth as a rake!
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A fantastic thundering of jaws to see you by with.
An aroma of unearthly, and unkind worship!
The taste of a penny, a potion, and blood on my tongue for,
you!
An entity of good faith upon your thighs. Well, a human
that is. When all goes awry! When nothing’s left to satiate
desires of an unearthly kind. When blind and in love. A
romantic potion of love to satisfy her with. Yet, in love
there are other things to do besides have fun with you.
Like worshiping dunes of sand from where I stand. Deserts
of real live heat on sheets of summer winds, damp with
rainwater that comes once a year, if lucky. The humidity
you stir with a stick. The cotton of clouds, the candy of
shrouds to lay upon, without you… except… well, in mind
is your beautiful face upon hills vast and wide!
And names begin where I end. The continental breakfast
plate begins where I end. The hallelujah of centuries! Here
with me in this place. To save face with God’s watching us
and bathing us. Cleaning us, too. But no more than
rainwater cleanses a petal of worth. Dust in the h2O in
houses for rent down the blocks of South Stewart do their
duties to the sounds of televisions and dishes clanking in
bathrooms. To the sounds of brushing teeth, too. Brush,
spit, brush, spit. Brushing. That’s how it goes. Yet while
doing so, is peace of mind… perhaps the only peace of
mind you’ll have during the days. On some days at least!
But you know, I don’t mind. Because brainiacs lose battles
just as the world seems to as well, except, they don’t. Not
really. Isn’t it all so silly!
I hope not. I hope, I really hope the incomes of the poor do
increase with time. And gradually, like me, they will be
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happy. Or else they might not be. But, at least they will die
trying! And that in my book is the most admirable way to
live. Trying.
By trying we make improvements on self-worth. Goals.
Minty incantations flossing the gums and tums soothing the
stomachs of mice to say we are right is not so bad. Saving
the minds and hearts of salad day enchiladas. Mexican
women making tortillas at restaurants while I look out
across the place to the sounds of soccer on the television
across the place to be in is what saves your asses on rainy
days of work and pleasure.
You see. Because horchatas come in all flavors in the
heavens of studio cathedral-like windows! And stained
glass comes in the shapes of Frankenstein on canvases from
tequila in the daytimes, past. So, as I enter this rhyming
scheme or not tonight, I’ll save your asses one more time.
And birds sail sideways, and kites do too, but I’m through
with this song at this time. And platform jumpers sail that
way too at heights unaccustomed to you. And
psychotherapy is but a poem at night. And physical therapy
but a novel in the day by way of hiking trails at Bothwell,
to Bothwell State Park in the day. The beauty of flowers,
showers, and gay rhyming schemes of trees, and bees all do
their work. Unless you’re a jerk to somebody! Then you
may get stung once or twice or thrice by somebody later on.
They say, what’s done in the dark comes to the light! And
they’re right!
And Jack Daniels once made a sporting edition outside my
studio to dance to sounds coming from the studio in the
daytime. Drinking in the daytime with Dustin was my
pastime in this place. The sound of silence. The rites of
passage. The same ages to the graces of exes by way of
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thinking… Leigha by way of thinking! Leigha, by way of
thought. What a beautiful thought to have on a day like
today… except, I don’t want to have a thought at this time.
So taking it back, in time, I will up end tables of thought as
a past time in this place to be. And salutations to all the
hesitations in this place to be currently. The rhyming, the
chiming, that God-Damn sliming at tables in bars with
parked cars outside the places to be. And these repetitions
are getting older than thought!
Yet, are not for naught when children are as happy as I am
in thought. Stars falling up, coffee in our cups falling down,
smoking to rhythms gone bad. Sad, really. Blackened really
in the eyes. Except, I have known thighs as sultry as
chickens bbqing in backyards, tasty as salads in Mexico
made by Chefs named Julius Caesar!
Croutons of giving, Parmesan and Romano at thanksgiving
suits me best! Atop chicken thighs grilled with rice wine
vinegar in the marinades of parades gone awry behind
black and white houses for rent!
Green skies and grasses smoked by asses in the daytimes
might just rhyme with glasses behind tables white as the
day. But, I’d rather tell it how it is in this rhyme tonight.
Even though, I’ve learned. You don’t need to when
chiming in the days of days past in this town of need.
No matter how fun. And no matter what I’ve been doing in
here of later days gone awry! You just keep on going the
right way! So here I am continuing on my ways. To
elephants barking in hallways of thought. To scarecrows of
thought on porches of pain in the rains of fantasies gone
awry. Just keeping it clean in here is my job on some
nights, so I’m doing just that. To the sideways glances of
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little black boys walking by at nighttime’s calling of young
women in here. Speaking of which, I recall wine in the
evenings several times. Wines of white and reds in the
days, too! Members of my little city as witty as I am with a
drink in their hands! Standing in lines to winery people
holding cups to cheers with. And me taking naps out of
nervous curiosity! Smoking cigs behind the stoops of
studios is not a good sporting way to be in the days but I
did it my ways to music and to poems read aloud by me in
the days. Walking beside myself hand in hand with religion
down sidewalks paved in gold. Down roads paved in
concrete, with light posts paid for by the city so that in the
dark of night a couple might cuddle in safety nets of
sunshine of the artificial kinds. Flowers held by a lady of
worth on V-Days in past relationships remind me of them.
And dues have been paid. Made-up, paid-up, done-up in
fun for them. You know, my babe’s parents. For them. And
of course, for them and for her. She never saw it coming
from me the last time! Yes!
But it’s nearing winter, and soon I will praise limbs of gold,
and holding onto her hand like a goblet in the winter’s past
I will reach out for another’s in this year, or at least I will
try to. Yet, maybe I won’t. Nah, I won’t.
They do this to myself. The parents. The children of
parents. Based solely on one writing. Absurd, it is. But not
really based on the writing, because as I said it then I’ll say
it now… I’m waiting on a girl!
So, give in if you must, but I will not. Unless, of course
she’s the one. And in my mind’s eyes I recall who she is.
So, it will be a long wait. A date with time is what this is to
me! Time – the universal paraphrasing of the universe’s go
to man, or lady for this matter! Because when you love
someone that much you wait, or else like a wimp, you
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don’t. Moving onto something much lesser. Much weaker.
Or stronger depending on how the cookies are crumbling.
Money. Smh. Yes. It depends on money. An old ghost of
which I care little about unless in dire circumstances of
love. Yet, desperation never was my call. Suckers!
And yes, to answer my mother’s question of loneliness,
upon a time she told me something absurd about
desperation. Well, yes, the lover is a desperate, being. Does
suffering ever end? No is my answer. But I’ll save you the
explanation thereof.
Anyhow, this isn’t about right and wrong as much as it is
about love, so, I’ll be good by you. God knows I’ve done
enough wrongs to be good by now. So, Mom!
Celebrate with a glass of wine on your son tonight. And
dine with Dad tonight to moonlit streets made in glass.
With the flakiness of feelings directed at snows made of
glass in skies made of ice and limbs made of wood and
wood made of paintings, in time. And, Dad! Cut a lime in
half and squeeze the juices out upon a potion of love, for
me. But only by using, YOUR, Tiger Teeth!
Yuckiness only on the tongues of the earth of the people in
prisons of love tonight. Majestically calibrate this poem to
your liking of little girls with skittles and boys with
starbursts. Because this Earth is AFIRE TONIGHT WITH
GIN & TONICS of the earthly kind.
And aliens are cool and sasquatches’ drool. But mermaids
are not cool unless they’re made into cakes! And I’ve got to
put on the brakes tonight and continue this rhyme another
time in the days of backyards to gin and tonics of my kind!
Sip, siparoo
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We all die soon enough
And young enough
With something in our cups
To go to bed with
A digestif
A Metamucil
Fairy dust and streusel atop a pastry of love
A cherry and whipped cream atop a malt from above
In a very good dream of love
From above!
In the form of
Love.
So, say goodbye to the hobos and bums who got you down
your whole lives, the pinkies and thumbs that were sucked
upon are there to save you in the days. So, watch them.
Behave like them! To love.
Perceive, perceive, perceive. Try to anyhow without
thinking about it so much. We all know the crutches of
understanding we can do without when encompassed with
joy of little girls shouts from above, in love! Observe,
observe. Strike that nerve! And watch it as they fester, and
fluster, eating belly busters of love. Pies and pizzas of
unearthly kinds. Gyros, spinach, and cheese pies of
unearthly kinds.
Lines drawn in sands of time.
Across lands of times.
A book on a shelf for fun.
A book on a marooned island for help!
In the stratosphere for help at night!
When blight is getting the best of you.
When frightening is his attitude.
When lightning strikes down at the beasts in here,
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With cheer!
Wretching your heads from left to rights.
Animating scary little heads of fright.
Moving from them upon hills of poppies and flowers of
white! Roses in red. Violets in blue. Blue-violets and
kazoos of mysterious purplish ghouls.
Wretched animalistic ghastly frights. Lagoons on beaches
waiting in the nights. Kids and babysitters, bubblegum and
bleachers, halftime shows and white, white sneakers under
the backs of bleachers to your favorite sound in the days!
Kissing and caressing the days of trouble between blowing
bubbles to Dave Mathew’s Band in high schools across the
lands. Jerks in the 90’s, twerps in the 2000’s, flirts in the
20’s to skirts in the 40’s all have me going while cocaine
from the 80’s alerted mere Mercedes drivers to cancerish
tunes of Eddie van Halen and the Psychedelic sounds of
Furs. Oh, how it’s all been a blur, and burr, burr how cold it
was back in old town New York. Sporks, with forks and
knives coming from the lower east side’s cafes and
nightlights. Hallelujah!
I drive right through ya. I’m a neo-Nazi with an Uzi and a
hallelujah of sounds. A churchgoer partying to sounds. A
columbine massacre of sound. Bang, boom, splat, swerve…
you all just got served on a plate with molasses drinking
sassafras’s of assorted kinds. Behind blinds to pandemics,
paranoid as I demonstrate what clinics of sound do to
cynics and clowns of absurdity by day and by night! Yet
absurdities get pondered, and hills of paintbrush get
wandered into, and poppies peed on by me in the days. For
a grave is a grave is a grave. And a rose is but a rose if you
don’t know its name.
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So lay me down and count the sheep,
As I pray the lord my soul to keep!
Steep the tea and brew our coffee, please,
We need. We need. We need!
Some coffee, please.
And, Baptists, are cool by me, and Mennonites, as well for
god’s sake! And libertarians by me, and Hallelujah’s on
me, this time boys!
So salivate to yourselves in the days! To all the help that
has praised this into being. Into sights and sounds of
glorious pounds and dollar bills y’all. Dance! Move those
hips! Steal a little wave and put a hitch in it. A feather in
my cap, my sister says. A ditty with a shitty storyline never
feared any glory of mine to become one with the great
actors in time, and actresses – in the daytimes.
So write your songs, and your plays and novellas, this is
something without a title for you! A little shitty danish of
thought and action in the daytimes – of little rhyming
schemes, end rhymes on dreams, with motorcycles of love
taunting us. Choppers of love, taunting us. Motorcycles of
dreams in this daydream of mine. But it’s icy, so I can’t
ride further to the bottom of my hill tonight. But tomorrow
it might be bright, and sunshine may melt the whole thing
into being. So, sing with me, then!
And tomorrow has come!
With a little warmth and sun to ignite our bones
Into seeing a little further down this highway of thinking.
Reaching, reaching, reaching… for a good tune to spark
It into being joyous!
And soon the workers will be at it,
The garbage man already paid,
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The coffee was made,
The cigarettes smoked,
The tiny toasted cereals eaten!
So the clouds before my eyes that were cried might have to
come out a little, this morning! Last night I watched “A
Beautiful Mind,” and wondered how blind I was to all the
potions in my life. To all the fabulous asses of thought, the
women in this town of mine! But somehow and some way
it’s been their jobs to care for me. I have no ideas of my
own, you see. So they seem to make me busy.
You see, I have no thoughts of my own these days because
like the Russel Crow scene in that movie, I’ve been too
unique in my way. Tethered. By bows, I am! To this planet.
To this earth. So I can record some of it for you. But as you
know, our visions are unique in the end.
And I might be aging faster than you, because cigarettes
and pain does this to someone like me. But heroes come in
all kinds of ways, and the beauty is respected. The mental
fortitude exceeding my own is accepted! And roses are not
for all types, except one. You see, tradition meets
contemporaneity with spiraling blooms of pain!
And as I hug 1,000 Kisses of thinking, the lights are
blinking on all the faces from here to China. Where
pandemics are stronger than here. Where they’re all in
trouble for one man and woman eating bats in the days. But
you see, culture flows in ways unknown, to us. But so long
as we wear our masks of thinking, perhaps we’ll get by.
But Zen Monks still sound good to me singing in their
ways. So fuck the pandemic in this praising of tunes. In this
alternate reality of rooms upon rooms of thought. And
angels singing is like bells ringing to me.
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And bruises never come by way of the muses, but ruses do.
So depending on who chooses to do the thing is what it’s
about to me. And inspiration is authentic only when it
comes from inside of us and ideas rest on the surface of
thought. And smoking pot interferes as much as beers from
the bong of centuries old habits that are not wrong but right
from time to time. And I know this how? Because we did
bad things back in the days but never while painting, well,
never is a bold saying, but seldom was I drunk while
painting! Except, this one artist I know of says a little
whiskey afterwards is fine to feel a bit more philosophical
about things. And later she puts her cigarette burning out
on the floor and flat walks off stage. Incredible for her age.
Incredible for any age. But it takes balls to behave like
yourself in manners of writing things down on the page. So,
have a beer or more while reading tonight just to see how
this treats you! And I promise you, you will be rewarded in
time!
Afterall, I’m done worrying about good and bad, and
what’s right and wrong in this epic poem of love. Stear me
there muses with swift and steady showers of poems to
greet!
Meat is tasty
Scallops are hasty
All this running around is getting old
From here to there
Back and forth
To home and back
Slackers
Stacking chips the hard way, is my way
Getting down
Going down
Sitting around
Staying sound
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Making sense in my ways
Making rent is easy these days
From sitting around in here on my ass smoking cigarettes
Sewing canvases together from funds gone from beers,
coffees and cigs
But these digs aren’t exclusively mine
So, I mind part of the time
With wine in hands
With dimes in hands
With bananas and ashtrays in mornings to coffee in hands
With half gone sultry tunes and brooms to sweep with
Going home to nothingness. To grey sheets I sleep with. To
icy cold walls that shine lights as bright as suns. To books
done by the best of them!
To wretched creatures sprite with living. Dust bunnies in
the corners of my room mating with condemnation!
Sweeping them with an occasional heart broom to the
corners of the room with my best. Only to dump the trash
every time it needs it with my own two hands. Yet, laundry,
well, I’m terrible at it!
Somethings I AM terrible at! Like making recipes, coin,
and love. Hard to make love without a lover around. Hah,
hah!
Unless, of course,
Well,
I,
Won’t go back that far.
Except… there is one thing I’m good at to now. And that is
allowing for you ALL to read me into life. A Frankenstein
of being into life.
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Who walks the streets of this town lying down. Who sleeps
in this town by standing up! Who argues for you to fill his
cup with sleeping. Who is consciously dreaming, lifting up
the crows that sit upon wires along highways darting
around for food. Who almost got kicked out of the way at a
gas station.
Who were nothing but in the way at a service station! Who
got booted by big rigs the size of two wheelers at gas
stations across this good country. And rainbows are cool if
you’re a hick in the back counties of America. Because I
can paint them like the wind into cycling circles of
chromatic spectrums of light! But, faces get painted as well
into circles the sizes of awesomeness. And surfacing to the
dark city lights is a fun way to be when on bended knees to
brothers and sisters of love.
And my head aches from love the hard way in this studio to
be tonight because ol’ Brown’s truck had a hard time
getting him from there to here… But by God, he was
pleased at me for showing him in and around the place.
And ol’ muffins come in two sizes tonight. At home.
With thighs on one side and chicken strips on the other
beneath cheddar bay biscuits that looked like shapes of
unearthly kinds. And London Fogs are good on back decks
the size of land sharks in the day. Sipping Earl Grey, hot
water, raw sugar and cream is a dream in this dream gone
bad. In this happy – sad dream of lovin’! And ovens stink
when turds from dreams use them. Because my cooking
skills are gone like the winds of time in jeans of time in
backyards for fun!
So, quit being so damn lame in the dark. In the dark, yes, in
the dark things get done for fun. Like slinging your ladies
against walls the hard way on backstreets for some sweaty
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lovin’ while running from po-pos, police that is, in the
streets of love on drugs the hard way. So do the thing
tonight. Do it. To Marvin Gay in the hays of time. To me
on the dime! Diming it from here to there in these
backstreets going nowhere! Hit the bars tonight! Hit ‘em
hard tonight.
Hillbillies. I tell you. Hillbillies. Going to Taco Bell in the
a.m.’s to go get Freddy’s in the days. To tunes in the bars to
smoking outta cars. To sex in fields during days, to toys in
bars during nights. To fist-a-cuffs in bars, to fights with
walls in days to be in this town full of idiot youngsters.
Punksters. Punky-brewsters starting shit with the idiots!
Taking advantage of their ways.
Colleges and broads. Collection agencies and laws. Hard as
nails to studded walls in the daytime. Throwing punches of
love and sheetrocks your way in the days. Making paintings
in the days. Slathering on wet paint. Making you guys
faint!
To sounds of Presidents in the days. And angels from the
skies. Everyone lives and dies! And Politicians dance to
them. While up in ivory towers they live in. As do the
lowest of low living in the snows of time. Out there in the
cold, being as bold as them, making it with them, to the
sounds of times in rhymes by day and by night.
But summers come in forms of backyard fires in winter, as
well. And on the lips of lovers, as well. And warmth even
comes from stones in this winter, stones bathed in sunlight
that would like nothing more than to give a bright hug to
their lovers in the morning. But whom cannot, because it is
very difficult for one stone to caress another! Yet all the
while I was thinking she was the stone, it was me. I am the
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rock of ages. The sage by which she stands and ages. The
stone she gazes upon from afar.
And I’d like nothing more than to see her once again, but to
lend a hand to the weak, well, these days takes me down
like bread and butter to the ground. Which, actually, is
where stones reside all the time. Nonetheless, it doesn’t
make the pains any easier for this stone of thought. Either
way, I’d be willing to endure, once again, for her on this
Stony Earth of Ours. And love is a difficult proposition.
But, I do have the inquisition by me, and on my side is
belief in her! And confirmation is all I need to succeed in
Love. I’ve waited long enough for confirmation of this
kind. Defending other stones of my kind from the cold.
Yes, yes indeed, I have fought harder and battled longer for
the one I love than anyone I know! Well, when thinking
about others, that last line is a lie. In hindsight. But, you
know, in reflection. I don’t know really, one time I ate Top
Ramen for a month straight until Zack finally had to say,
Damon, some people need to eat meat. So I did that when I
could, and shazam, refreshed!
Anyhow, this poem, epic to say the least, is dwindling to a
nubbin. Coming to a fine point, rather! Just remember this
if you learn anything at all from – me, “You’re only as
good as your last Performance.”
Adios, Muchachos!
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At Odds
The Grey
Is At Odds
With the Black & White.
My face turned backwards in a double pained mirror.
The drear.
The abyss.
Awaits.
My dear.
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Bad
Girls on your baddest
With the coldest mutherfuckers on this planet
Who’s the maddest
Not you damnit.
So dance it clean
Be so mean
And maybe, you might get us comin in your area
The Bay Area!
Walking to and from that area
To see y’all dancin –
You see, I’m prancin around in here to the beat of this song
And you wrong, you wrong, you wrong!
But hold up! Lift your cups.
And then down a little for god’s sake!
And bad is just a title for it, you know you are worse than
Satan!
But I just painted and wrote you into it.
And that’s God’s work, right there.
And your hair, god bless it!
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Bask
Some days
In this studio
There is a light
So bright
It comes streaming, glowing, wisping as the wind wisps
through the windows, the cracks in the floor, the doors, and
ceilings!
And when this happens, the mind that was bright no longer
glows,
For it rests in its glory, dormant of stormy weather!
I sit and am bathed by it. I do not move. And if I must, I
move slowly!
For to risk bruising it with spontaneity of art would be to
bruise a fine wine with the brittle joy, and excitement of a
child!
If the wise know one thing –
It is this.
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Betsy Baker
There she was, a womanly figured lady for her age
Me, a tiny man
But a gentleman
I greeted her Dad first, then her
We were the same size, then
As I showed them to her room in the apartment building in
Jersey City
I know a proper “family” when I see them together
This was the attraction to her
My dad says, after his teacher, an artist doesn’t have to
look like an artist to be an artist.
She foot the bill
But I wanted to know what truly was special about you
So, we began
And one day I know we will meet again in silence
Your highness
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Blinded
I go to the window
I take down this book
I turn my head
For a second look
I see nothing but a blur
Lights and tracers
Halfways and at a glance!
Nothing but erasures!
Too tired to see clearly
They smear at my eyes – the lights do.
Where there should have been a Christmas tree,
Is now a disguise.
Watercolor reflects,
What once were her thighs.
But this could be a perfect memory,
Only existing in a mind...
God knows we are torn in two,
By his design!
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By My Watch
My parents are growing older by the clock
And I feel guilty fishing off this dock
As if I’m 12 years of age
Skipping rocks off her thighs by days and by nights in this
haze
And by nights the stormy weather yields something…
Eponymous garbs of bayside sunning to storming weather!
Even the Heather Flowers look nice to me,
And that’s calling it a good time by my watch.
And you may call it a stretch of the cobwebbing in the
mind’s eyes,
Yet, between her thighs is the becoming of life’s end,
And that’s what ends in here,
By nights!
Smoking these cigarettes like she does!
To the sound of changing paces and graces of Love.
By my watch.
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Chain Swings and Daydreaming
In this world, you must be yourselves.
To those sounds of people going through you in the days.
A little boy on his board.
An accordion of sound(s).
Yes
You must be good
In the neighborhoods
And in the Parks.
Mischievous as one gets
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Clean Living
Laundry in troves.
Headaches in rows.
Ordered neatly.
To be cleansed of mercy.
My God I’m thirsty.
I am hungry.
So much that legs are sundry outside.
The snow is too much to bear.
And the nothingness she wears.
When I’ve gone too far.
Yet, it is me whom loves to stare.
Without care.
For, if I was to, she might become afraid.
Of getting laid.
And that’s making par.
The easy way!
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DayWalker #2
You came up to me one day asked for my cash in advance,
But you stumbled up to me like a happenstance.
I was in a needless discussion at the time about
philosophical nonsense,
Your voice was as petrified as a baby dove’s and spoke
about as much flatulence with a meaningless thud,
The cash to your hands was from above, and there’s no
need to repay me, I said!
You returned my advance in the form of this poem, so I
thank you now in advance!
You said you had just walked from somewhere for three
days and nights!
The reek and blight made no sense to me, or the dishonesty.
Except that drugs do that to a person, in time.
Your stuttering and stature told your whole goddamned
story, morning glory.
And mine as well!
So here’s to you and to that hell – and that old smell of
whiskey on your breath,
Love you to, death!
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Death
The pale white skin and blackened eyes
The silence walking, it hears no cries
The wonder on the face of mine
As he gives me a cold darkened look out of its one charcoal
eye
A child as old as the universe was on high
Lurking outside the church in a mental sky
Frightening, as the pedestrians are walking by
Entering three of them that I could tell of, but one for sure,
cloaked, croaked, and seriously demure
A boy, a capture, an innocent guest, to where Jesus, God’s
son was laid to rest.
A vision as plain as the day turned night, on the children of
men walking by.
A vision to ponder.
A vision, yes.
But a vision, and scary, nonetheless!
Or not a vision at all.
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Defeated by the Sun
I’ve watched rivers and I’ve watched oceans
Each have their potions but so does the sun
I’ve watched lightning, and I’ve heard thunder
But none so much as the sun’s warm wonder
And the moon, well, she is bright when she glows
But she knows better, even than I, that when she goes,
His sun reigns highest in the night’s sky.
And it’s a two-bit sunder to the blundering of dim men and
women when she goes,
But, don’t we all know there is a median light coming from
them both.
And at that time, I cannot compete any longer –
The single man scurries off into the land’s shelters of
hallowed emptiness,
Calmed by the sight.
But the wars wage on between hero’s and bedmates.
So, when they go to bed in the days I solute them and wage
on.
Foraging the rooftops for light of their kind.
And lonely may be I, and crepuscular may be them,
But it’s a low-lit hum to kill you by
And I prefer my Hallelujahs on high!
So, cry me a river and sing me the sky,
It’s goodbye, for now!
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Diamonds on the Soles of Her Shoes
As I listen to a stolen cd from a stolen boxed set
I gave to my dad years ago, as a child, I’m reminded
Of homeless youngsters and diamonds on the souls of
Her shoes!
And yes, some ladies live like that, you know!? Sparkling
to every
place in this world’s joyous becoming and back! Yet, I am
like him,
the young man, worn out and broken down a little. A little
orphan,
I shouldn’t say it, but an orphan of feeling, nevertheless!
And I stumble,
into her rainbow sky!
And lucky as she and I are,
we,
together,
find that pot of
gold,
For an evening or two!
And we dance to the sounds of Paul Simon,
all night long.
But, together, we are orphaned by the world,
Because, if you recall, no one likes to dance to the music of
thieves!
But once they too realize that living comes for free, they
don’t mind it at all!
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And then, in the jungles of Africa, and in the concrete
jungles of NYC,
and beyond,

They thank me for being young again. And devious.
And gloriously –
In love!
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Doing Alright!
Waking up in a dark room in Jersey City.
The biggest room in the apartment.
After long nights working on art and
Some taking smoking breaks with Paul
And Nick!
Walking the sunlit isles to the Path Train.
Scents of fresh blooming flowers amongst
The pain of it all in the mornings. Eyes half
Open to it All! Newport to 23rd Street
& Lex., every morning!
The guys from the movie Kids, well, just
The no legged man on a board scraping
Down the hallways of the train cars at night.
Some kids with nowhere to go spraying cannisters
Of mace in the people’s faces on my train cars.
23rd Street stop is next! Hopping off and
Grabbing bagels. Everything bagels toasted with
Vegetable cream cheese is what’s up! Down
The block from there. To 21st Street to listen
To shady instructors going nowhere tell us how
It is in the days. But, they’re somewhat experienced,
So I listen to them, and well!
Chain Smoking out of the classroom windows in the
Afternoons, just once classes were done. Fruit rollups
From the machines. Pop tarts, or whatever got us there
At nighttime. Sunsets pounding us into submission
While smoking, girls with afros, hair up in curls, or down
with
Flowing locks on some of their backs and weekend
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Heart-attacks! Frantic spasms, parties of this and that
kinds!
Sipping some wine and munching bruschetta at openings
Of the coolest kinds. Lectures of meaninglessness!
Yet, one or two were cool.
Unwinding to it all once I got home to rocking some tunes.
Balloons and romances of the silliest kinds.
Yeah, I’m looking back at those dayz now without a haze
in here
And I wonder how many ever made their ways back home
to themselves!
And if they’re still doing, alright? As I am today!
I still miss it, but not too much! Hard to long for
A wound without a crutch when it costs so much!
And recently, I may add, I sent flowers
To my darlings in the nighttime! In hopes of them
Finding their way to her. So that I may have some chance
Of love for love’s sake in this lifetime of His.
But the hours have persisted like wine in here,
To her as queer with ladies as a lady can be. And,
I drew lines there when there was a need for lines to be
drawn
In this world of Men. And apparently she hasn’t yet. Not
yet,
and maybe never! But isn’t she clever to wait like she has
to get back to me!
Trash. Trash goes with the mailman in his back seat, she
says! Once he delivers
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Love to people who need it the most in this world gone bad
from it all.
But neat, neat I say, as she goes to the beat of dayz of love
mailed to her from here.
Because I have hope and she might too! In this God
forsaken Zoo, of ours.
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Done it All
Now I reflect on experience
The nights are coming and going
The days too
I sit here
In this studio
Up & Down
Back and Forth
To & From
Looking, for an angle.
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Don’t Do It
Once I loved a girl
The art machine of commerce too
And it got the best of us
Left us out there in the cold
So be bold
Keep trucking on if you need to
But think twice is what I say
So that’s what I did
And here I sit
At this chair
With grey hair and an arthritic ankle going nowhere
With a coffee that might as well be a girl in my hand
So, think twice is what I say.
But, then again
I am happy
So, if it’s what you want
I say go for it.
But, think twice is what I said.
So… into the beyond it is, for me.
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Dynamite
In the morning times I write something down,
I skip around, a bit.
Then I get to it. The bit. That writes itself!
Just like she does… and we go to bed together, then…
Because, by the nighttime, the wind writes itself to bed.
And in the nighttimes when the strumming of her pain
sounds off,
I begin again.
With a bass note from my pen, boom, to the heartbeat of a
drum, then –
And no one gets to see us by the fire, then… doing our
things.
Grey and by the fire.
In a fire.
The fire is us… old wood, starkened by sparks and flames
abutting each other’s wits.
Yet, like the furnace glow, we are as old as the hills! And
youth comes in dynamite!
Far too dangerous, for our kinds!
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Exhaustion
One month ago I slept well enough
To call my bedding cashmere
To call my dreams dreams
To call the world Love.
Since then,
I have slept well enough
To call my eyes slits
To call lights razors
To call sounds migraines
To call people a bother.
I wake half woke
To misbalance
To near fainting
To smoking cigarettes
To coffee for thinking.
I drive at nighttime
To orbs blurring
To October’s dressings
Of bone chilling porches
To Death.
I walk barely, but I walk.
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Fast Food Paradise
One thing the
Midwest
has
going for it is
all of the fast-food
joints.
On the coasts
the
good food is in
the streets,
in
the restaurants,
in
the homeless
shelters,
all over the
place. So much
good food
you’re numb to
it. But here, you
really appreciate
the value of a home cooked meal.
There’s so much shit surrounding you,
so much ready-to-go eats,
that a person really
cherishes the
slow
value
of
sitting at the dinner table,
talking about your day,
and sharing
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thoughts.
So I say bring on the cardboard-chicken,
the foam-fish,
bubblegum-beef,
Velveeta-veggies,
and plastic-pork.
I’ll be eating at home
long after the rise and fall
of your fast-food paradise.
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Freed – partly, to Katie and Lindsay
There is this girl, no – a lady, no – my woman,
Whom sits me down at all times of day and night in my
mind to write –
Tells me things unwillingly, like, things I must encourage
her to say!
But, she will only say them if I refrain from destructive
behaviors!
Therefore, if I’m not too passionate, or too foolish, she
invests in me, her thoughts!
Or something.
I loved her. I loved her because of fires between, the two of
us. Lindsay was her names,
And Katie was her friend!
A duo of invested solaces on my account’s end. For, when I
pen these words I know,
Not exactly how, but what to do!
For what of a Man, that’s cut in two, except a man freed
from his own zoo!?
For what of Man, that’s cut in two, except a man freed from
his own zoo!
Well, he is a terrible mess, but only when pulled by his
passions into a single point of views!
And in some ways that’s horrible news to him! because, I
love them, Katie and Lindsay.
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Getting Bent, for Bob Holman
And that's when a smoke was a cigarette, when John
Cougar was a leg-end! When the midwest is the heartland,
and eggs and bacon was the end all! When, non-sense,
meant nonsense, and when shenanigans meant it all. When
bon fires were warming – when science meant everything!
When getting bent wasn’t a metaphor, for it!
Closing the door on regrets goes something like this…
Yeah, like this – you say goodbye to the days when living
was too much! When touch was enough. But, saying
goodbye isn’t as easy as it sounds, is it?! So, regrets are too
much when there is none… living is enough – take it or
leave it! Drinking like a fish sounds good to some, but to
me it’s nonsense when I have to educate the masses not to!
And moderation is sickly! Bighting and fighting to the
words, of fish… only to become one in the days of end-allnights drowning in blood from within little pink and blue
houses – for rent,
And yes, this gun’s for hire, but its not too likely to be a
Martian on planet Earth!
I’m
swerving and perving in the days,
To the sounds of axels getting
Bent! Beneath of it all!
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Girls
I have tried and tried to be good to them,
They have turned away at each and every
Pass.
Now, I don’t know why,
But I’m persistent in knowing.
So here is why…
I dedicated myself to it for so long I don’t know how.
Anymore.
The painting,
that is.
I dedicated myself to it!
But I’m done. I gave you everything. Everything.
And nobody’s crying!
Nobody’s laughing.
Or, trying!
So, fuck.
I could care less.
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Happiness
For some it’s not a sin
For me it would be
I won’t cheat the truth
I keep on the right side of things always
Yet, others, others pull on me the wrong way, at times
So, I know it
I can see when a line is drawn by me on it
A soft line invisible to me at times
Known in the mind. Gayness, that is.
Others I know, are well in it.
Give theirselves to it.
And understand it the left way.
Yet, I will not in this lifetime!
For Love, well, is with me.
As for it being with her, it is.
I know this part, to be the truest part in me!
That when I think of her, she feels it through, Him.
But, who can draw a line on him?
No one. Unless she gives into Him…
in time.
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Have Some Hope in this Place, for J-Town Williams
I keep wondering about the written word!
If speaking at venues of this sort will work.
And it did.
Looking back to the olden days,
When poets were filled with rays of sunshine,
And flasks of wine,
While men dined to goblets of blood!
You walk into a low-lit bar of this sort –
Let out a snort or three or two,
And bam, it’s a kazoo!
So, don’t give up hope too soon.
It is a dream I have to ride this balloon to the summit of this
town’s napping cities!
And ain’t it all so pretty?
Jesus is there too, in poetry.
May I remind you Republicans?
Not the same as you would believe him to be.
But needless to say, he’s here!
So, share some words off of your plates,
Be as great as you can be,
And he’ll greet you then, ablaze, in this hazy atmosphere of
poets and songs!
And to praise in him is to belong to them –
The last poets of this city –
Ain’t it all so shitty!
So, once the coming of him happens in here – stand back!
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Ain’t it all so,
Well,
Glorious, in here…
This bar. This, place!
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His Light
On mornings I awake
Happy
With no cause
The coffee makes itself
The cats are fed
The cigarettes enjoyed
I enter the studio, then
Without memory of having
Done these things myself
I then cut the paper
I wrap the stretchers with linen
I paint the paper
I stain the canvases
And the stains are not stains
The paint is of magic
The paper is a gift
The linen is a humble cloth
god wears to educate me
And the light in the studio
Is His light.
And I do these things of no accord to myself
Because the help is tremendous around here
At times.
And I am thankful,
For the blessings.
of Sunlight!
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And of memory.
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I Lived
I left this afternoon to find you.
I said goodbye to you, and waved goodbye.
I stood in alleyways, I crawled through.
I left, yes, in search of you.
And I vowed not to return, until it came true!
Until the beast was enslaved…
Yes, I left, yes – I went out searching for you!
And I behaved.
So, once I came home you were found.
And upon that steady ground, you were still alive.
But something in me yearned for danger
So, every now and again He brings a gun to my head,
And now that I’m experienced,
I can repent for the best of them.
But long ago, people told me something,
In private.
They explained to me the quiet –
They tried to, at least.
But like most things it could not be explained away!
And in that moment –
I came to realize that you cannot tame what cannot be
tamed.
So, I eventually made my mind up,
To let the beast live no matter what you take,
And yes, Yes...
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I lived.
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I Worry about It
It’s times like these, almost drunk
When the thought comes in
Ka-thunk!
Will I stand the test of time?
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Into Blissful Mischief, A Very Bloody Rag
To bring alive what once was dead,
Involves doing something.
Writing, painting, breaking bread,
We dance and we sing.
Spirits rise and we wed the things,
Without praise we don’t dare do either.
This nor that – it is in, Him –
Or else rise now without the spider!
Their webs are round like the spider,
Yet obtuse are their feelings when we hide them!
For once you let them out a hang-glider,
Goes gliding up to meet Them!
And without Him, does it happen?
The Creativity? The Mischievity in the Night!
A question sent down to him, from us.
For on occasions His brother comes a napping,
So that you may let him into you!
And then we hang a noose around his plot,
To win, then, is our goal against him!
To find out what esteem he’d brought,
Is to give into him!
Outrun at last his handsome deviousness,
So that you may at last be mischievous –
And to and to from fro and fro again,
You may go and go into the afro of days in here!
Into the Syncopated Nights!
Or else be enslaved by the beguiling and toiling brutality!
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Of sexualities and enslavery!
That tore at them.
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Is There Ever a Choice?
Once, I ran so far, I could see a lady from my windowsill
And I’m still running after her, but I’m pulled into her
And into the atmosphere I send up blessings of her to me
And the glass is foggy in here from the warmth between us
And I’m not going anywhere without her here
So I keep on keeping on
I keep on trucking over to her, into her arms
Like a slave
Like a slave
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Judgement Day
I don’t know about you
But in this world I have been blessed
With scales tied to my back
And palms of sand
A glass
To judge you by.
And in this life…
You might be good
And in the next
You may live onto see it
And I will be waiting there for you
And in this Pantheon of men and women
There are heavens on Earth and prisons
And up in the sky heaven and down below it’s hell
And you may have stood or fallen
But it’s not me who does this or that
When upon the winds He comes calling.
And when in my chair at nights I am bawling
Who knows why except that I am on high
Yet not so far above it all that I lie
And forbidden are some
And others might be a lie
But I, well, am not your brother tonight
For in this fright of men and transgendered women
Is normality and transfigurations of God
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So, do your best to nod
When I come around.
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The Charge of the Light Brigade
BY ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
I
Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All in the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
“Forward, the Light Brigade!
Charge for the guns!” he said.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
II
“Forward, the Light Brigade!”
Was there a man dismayed?
Not though the soldier knew
Someone had blundered.
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
III
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon in front of them
Volleyed and thundered;
Stormed at with shot and shell,
Boldly they rode and well,
Into the jaws of Death,
Into the mouth of hell
Rode the six hundred.
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IV
Flashed all their sabres bare,
Flashed as they turned in air
Sabring the gunners there,
Charging an army, while
All the world wondered.
Plunged in the battery-smoke
Right through the line they broke;
Cossack and Russian
Reeled from the sabre stroke
Shattered and sundered.
Then they rode back, but not
Not the six hundred.
V
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon behind them
Volleyed and thundered;
Stormed at with shot and shell,
While horse and hero fell.
They that had fought so well
Came through the jaws of Death,
Back from the mouth of hell,
All that was left of them,
Left of six hundred.
VI
When can their glory fade?
O the wild charge they made!
All the world wondered.
Honour the charge they made!
Honour the Light Brigade,
Noble six hundred!
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Korea-town
Walking up the blocks,
The blocks,
The block,
With Vox Vodka and Red Bulls in hands.
Schwabie, from Jersey City and back, demands laughter
into his directionless ways.
Curb-Headed slashing cocaine filled nights of beers in his
studio in Brooklyn.
Back,
Up,
The Avenues –
News greets us of sluts on sidewalks, walk-ups in Korea
Town where we spent a night or two barricaded by the
inability to talk to one or two about this or that!
Jeff and Dave, quite the pair of talkers really, yet Korean
girls don’t need to understand, just
To smile and laugh-hard-together, and apart, really! As the
waitress serves us cocktails strong. She is bullheaded with a
smile!
Back out into the night’s air of twilight fair dangling simple
off of banisters, railings, and Ceilings of iron, steel, and
metalish glares. Kaleidoscopic catastrophes from Christmas
lights glistening atop her hair and within Betsy’s tip-top
attitude, as she smiles mischievously into the night’s saltycity air.
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The bays by our sides!
Humid and daring as I’m squaring up for that kiss, but
stumble she does as I soften her fall with an embrace into
another after-bar.
It gets a wee bit steadier as we slow into the night’s ending.
We are sipping drinks by now which means the night is
taking us under with it – and her and the moon gets to us
brightly.
Romancing the moon between us two is like being on a
bike in the afternoons or like a microphone dropping into
the water’s edges of reflections creating a new sound of
disastrous confections. Yet the softening rippling effect out
into the world is effective in its way of candy ropes and
cotton. A lightning strike of multitudes would do damage to
me, unless there is love involved!
And there always is!
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Last but not Least
You see, I come in last, but not least.
I see you up there on the streets.
On the balconies.
Where time gets short sometimes,
Where the classics are purchased at cost.
The poetry gets read, I assure you that.
By somebody in red, probably by a cat!
And you shout sometimes,
Down to me.
And what do you expect, for me to do a twirl?
You see, the night gets lonely.
With you in it.
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Licorice Tongue

Smoking these cigarettes day and night,
Just so that I can get it right.
Two Gorillas in the dead of night
Stomping out the ashes of this blight!
Sign me up
Sit me down
There is going to be a massacre in this town.
So take your vaccinations, or choose your poison on time,
in this hour of prayer.
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Mary Boone
After hours
I arrived late, and in good fashion
Prompt and apologetic for my age
To a cadre of spineless sharks
So kind and willing to listen
To one boy’s opinion
The painting sold
But not before I let her know!
Mary, what can I say, the world got the best of you at that
time!
But deep down, I liked you too.
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McCala #1
I just introduced myself to the smartest girl in all of Sedalia
And I let her down softly…
As I pulled off into the night’s sky!
Without a goodbye.
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McCala #2
Sex
I.
Women are about holes and men are about pegs,
So, why is the saying about squares and circles?
Square peg round hole, right?
Shouldn’t it be, round hole round peg?
Metaphors are stupid.
Even if it is hip to be square.
Behavior
II.
What about, sip if you dare?
Or, flip it if you care.
I flip a dime all the time to be fair in their direction! Or,
two or three.
Even to the broads who don’t give two shits about how I do
it!
McCala
III.
Well, some do.
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I pulled my wallet out tonight as I was walking off into the
coffee shop!
One girl said to the other, “Now you know him!”
Well, at least McCala cared and I don’t really know her.
At least I paid for my delightful behavior, my running,
before I turned on a dime!
She then stared.
Feeling lost.
But as I said, it costs!
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Mistaken
You must be mistaken!
The world is with me on this.
And you, you sit there like an elephant in a cage.
The rage I have is channeled into this!
This page I have is my mind, and blinded I am by your
choices.
But, the page and my mind are good.
And Agnes Martin says the wives of artists will be
protected.
They remain innocent from the world!
So, what’s it going to be?
The world of women, or me?
You see?
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Mockingly
A Crow as Stout as a Man,
Stood upon these Deathly Lands.
And fool was he to look at thee
With deathly eyes!
For black were those eyes!
Pervading the green of mine!
So, blessed be some by enchantment,
On the afternoon of forgone tenements.
And danced I did in front of thee,
Right beside thee Cherry Trees!
And forgone was he to state what be
On his lips in the Night!
And bygone were thee soldiers passing by,
Little pinions, or might I add, pigeons!
Two by two, left and right, into thee Night’s Canyons.
O! Banyan, Byron, Poet, thy Lord of Saints!
O! Bless thy blood with mortal Pains!
Yet not so close to thine chest this time,
For, not the air that we breathe
Nor thine Heaven’s Enemy
Could see!
And oh mocking Blue Jay play us a tune,
I’m in need of mockery no noon too soon!
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Movement Expressed Joy!
On the left from across the Avenues and Boulevards the
Classics write their best.
While on the right – in the streets, alleyways, and gutters –
the Romantics are putting them to the test!
And one poet lands an uppercut to his breast, while the
other lands crosses to his chest!
And the dancer wishes she were there with them both, but
that is another story! Morning Glories!
For the painters have their own stories to tell…
Because in the taverns down around the bend are the
romances and up the street are the classics prancing to the
romantic’s beats on balconies.
While, in and out of bars go the children, in and out of cars!
Born from men with scars on their chests from being put
through their tests.
But jabs come in all forms of romantic and classical feats,
for while one poet reads from his gut the other is reading
from his seat! And the balance is hard, hard, so very hard to
find.
And you reach for your silver-spoon, and I will reach for
my golden-fork,
But just know the dancer crashes around the night like a
ballerina eating from a wooden spoon.
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And just so you know I eat from a spork!
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My Tropes
In my hometown everyone’s a redneck
In my hometown I am the ONLY Democrat
In my hometown I’m the lady’s man!
God is a concrete statue on 3rd Street in my Hometown!
In my hometown I consult religion at coffee shops.
I am one with its city.
And isn’t it such a pity to think, I must respond to these
things only.
So, as it is, I endure them alone.
Like a pile of stinking manure beside a stone that refuses to
be heard,
I softly adapt to it.
The ants crawling eaten by the redheads.
The seediness bitten by squirrels.
The softness chewed by it!
But really, who are you people? As I look out my window
onto my universe?
Are you truly people? With families and cars? Do you too
look up and see stars?
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Giants are among us. Walking beside manure piles and the
pebbles are merely there
To guide us here.
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Obscenely, for a friend of Mine
She enters the room, slyly, scopes the scene
Sits down shyly, it’s obscure – she’s mean
I watched her, I know her kind, she was not seen
One eye on me, the other on him, as she pretends to be
You see, she’s not boisterous, glamourous, or any of these
She’s not a clam, a glam, just a toy on her shelf with some
barbie doll knees
She’s watching the detectives like they are fleas
She’s not chewing on her fingernails, wearing lipstick, or
any of these – she’s obscene!
But to me, she’s a meal, and that’s the deal.
But I don’t approach her yet, if you know what I mean?
The night’s too young, and she’s wearing a gun already.
But for fun I might enter the night as she’s steady aiming at
me!
I could bring her to her knees if we please,
But that’s the part that pleases me!
So, I’ll get back to it.
And now, it’s later. So, please enter this rhyme with me, if
you dare.
It’s like pealing a piece of fruit and splaying aside its hair.
The nectar is so sweet, not a pear, a peach. So slick and so
neat!
But that part I know already from past experiences like
her’s;
I can see it already, we have a few drinks
And I get laid. And that’s getting paid!
Simply, a dove in my bedroom at night.
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She came my way, then I went her way on time.
I watched her change the right way and she fed me a
rhyme.
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Ol’ Peg Leg Johnson
He walked his plank
To the end of the light
Watched the waters below
Then saw the light
So, into the depths he went
And into the depths he was sent, to save her from the light
But it was too late that night!
So now, when the nautical sailors and wayfarers
Drift upon the open seas
She reminds them and him to be ok,
From her way!
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ON HER FACE!
THE BRIGHTEST WHITE SCREEN!
THE COLORLESS PAGE!
THE AGELESS AGE WITH GRACE.
IN THE MORNING, I DILLY WITH THE BEST OF
THEM!
IN AND OUT OF INK.
YET, ONCE IN A WHILE. I WRITE!
I SAW HAPPINESS TONIGHT. ON HER FACE!
YOU MUST ACCEPT WHO YOU ARE, COMPLETELY.
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Picasso is Dead
Well, there was a time when art meant something.
And then, there is now. Oh, don’t get me wrong,
“I” still believe. But, when “I” is not in team, it is difficult
To dream. And that might sound self-righteous but art
Begins that way. And who has ever been as confident as…
PICASSO!?
Who did the thing with virtuoso better and in more ways?
Who delivered mural sized works, like his, in his way?
And this is what I mean. He got a whole world to follow
“His” way of being! His ethics, his styling. Well, if I’m
Correct about this than you are wrong! The artist does
Nothing without his fellow man and ladies by his sides.
It just so happened that the mutherfucker plopped right
down amidst it all so very happily, and dangerously so.
Yet, even still, he lived a life of uniqueness,
and wonder!
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Poem @ 1:26 a.m.
The smile on my face
The bourbon in my hands
As I stand without grace
My fetish lands.
Somewhere near a woman.
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Poem for Alice Neel
I am not made of stone or flesh
But ice
The temperature of men
In these times
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Poem, In the Light
Light rakes into this studio by day!
Like hay swept into all the right places.
And my heart broom sweeps the floors of this place!
At night.
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She’s Spoken For
Some poets move in schools
Of fish
But evolution never made a man rich
So, I’ll stick to my guns in here
Flats and rounds
Coffee grounds
Dispensing tubes of paint
Accepting I ain’t
Of niggers and gals
Because that’s the sound of it
When it hits the grounds of these lands
Racism that is.
So, as I said, I move alone
As my dad did
With a lady by his hands
Well, at least with one in my mind’s eye
Wearing her dresses day in and day out
Serving the public
With one eye on you and another on me
With one foot out the door
And another closing the door
On us
And yes, you don’t know me, I guess
But you will by the time I’m done
For, with this stanza comes another one
That is, for fun
Nothing like a wedding for two
When no one is counting on YOU!
And she may not think I have the kitchen sink
But I've been known to sink into it slowly
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Down the drains of yesterday
Only to come out the other end
Smelling like lemons!
So here it is
Take His hand and mine
And together we'll dine for two
And beneath your plate
A simple symbol of heaven's gates
My gesture signed in paint!
I'll take your hand down the avenues
In and around this town with attitude
Keeping you safe from the left and right
Steering straight down the middle in the night
And it will be outta sight!
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Smoke it Up
Loosening up to wine in our cups!
Me with a cigar and her with some chips.
Rose hips cigars treat a man well in the rain.
But once the pain ends, give them up once in a while.
Because, that old lady will offer herself to you, once in a
while.
With a little wine in your cups we’re off of here.
To roll another joint!
Smoke it up, buttercups.
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So Many Have Died
Well, I’m sickened by it.
By the ridicule.
By the punishment of it all, so, so cruel to us all.
What to do next all taped up,
Which cup to drink out of, the left or the right one?
And don’t get me started in here about the fears.
The fears!
The fears.
Anxieties racing high while being stuck in first gear.
The pressures are real inside of this dream of ours!
To smoke or not to smoke!
To eat or not to.
To drink or not to drink!
And when to think!
And when not to.
I don’t know anymore.
Except that I just shut the doors on a disease.
That has brought us to its knees!
A disease that without doubts any longer, I will have
conquered on my own time.
One shot, two shots. The Third, and the Fourth, of this song
I’m listening to!
Movements in time, ridding ourselves of the pain outside.
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Some Days
Some days I feel like I’ve lost it, my touch
My feelings
My handle on things
And on those days I refresh myself
By retreating from it
From our world
The pandemic
The bustle of work getting made
The everyday
And I retreat to my backyard
Or to somewhere else where Nature, is.
And I become one, with it!
And am softened then by it
And at that time I rejoin hands with you All
Not in the form of holding hands
But through this
Or through the touch of Nature upon canvases, in time!
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Some Mornings are Beautiful!
This morning I woke up to a blonde on my cell phone, and
in my cup! Something happened from above. My posture
was upright and steady, my mind – heady! Fruit for
breakfast, and a lucky strike. Heck, I might ride my bike!
Except, it needs a couple new tires! Ah, maybe I’ll hire
someone to do it all for us.
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Sponge
Sometimes, I think of someone
And when I do
The softest sponge of thought
Comes forth to me
On bended knee
On bended knee, I am
Yet, I alone am retired of her
When the thinking
Completes
Itself
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Squish, the Dish!
There was a 300 or so pound lady who asked me on a date.
I recall her charity!
Said, could you imagine what would happen?
At that moment, I denied her!
It’s hard being rescued from all of this, at times.
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Steady as She Goes
There are romantic seasons for poems.
This is not the time!
The ice-cold weather outside is frightening!
The bud-light in my hand enticing.
The foraging of birds this morning, enlightening;
Yet, all of this goes unsaid – when I’m at it.
I’ll stumble into some warmth upon ending it –
Or, perhaps I’ll tell the truth is more like it.
I have no beer.
There are no birds.
No stumbling around.
Simply the sound of my own voice in here tapping,
And the smoke from my cigarette and coffee beside me!
And, the thought of her napping!
Betsy.
Sleeping soundly. In a bed beside me! While writing.
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Strength in Arms
Some of them you retire to the past.
Others, you know
Will Last Forever!
So long as you keep up with, Them.
So long as you Love Them.
Protection, it is Love
You relegate some others to
Other lovers they’ve adopted along the ways.
And I don’t know about you
But I am sleeping in the Hays of yesterday
Because, well, because I can with you
Because I’m not damned with you.
Because, your hands are on my heart!
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Strike a Match!
A Lucky Strike or a strike of luck!
What shall it be as I peck the price of Love!
Commanding my own will this time is the price I pay at
this time.
So, either or it will be naught,
More like and is my righteous plot!
So strike the match that lights this flame,
And holy vows I’ll reclaim.
Come run to be with me on high,
Thy glorious, glorious, glorious, bride.
For I know not which glides – except thine own will at this
time.
May I time thy poet, may I tame thine times,
May I score with her which echoes these lines!
One time, four times, three times, eternity is here.
O! Betsy O! Betsy open my doors!
Or else watch me snore.
Where so few have gone before!
This town, this town, it is such a snore.
Bored and down with the town are some whores!
Yet, I only snore because you are here with me, in my mind
only!
So lonely, so lonely.
Yet, only with you in it!
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Sublimation
When in school. Well, this is a reflection of sorts. I
remember all kinds of art. Well, not ALL kinds, yet, there
was a lot. Paintings of sorts. A cornucopia of writing. Like
the paintings is a good thing! So, there was a lot!
Conceptual work, a lot of it. High brow thinking! But some
of it was not. Sublimation is what I was involved IN.
Baritone sounds coming from the charcoal embedded
within the course of art. I was learning. Many things.
Some, were not supposed to be learned. Yet, I did it. I
managed, it. I learned them along the ways. It put me in the
driver’s seat until now. But also it was on the surface of
things. Because the drawings were real. And remain this
way. Still.
I am referring to the metaphysical strip pieces. A tranquility
was about them! Until I became my own person through
them.
Well, I was always my own person through them. Yet
others put outside information on them. Like the ideas of
the times. Except for one man. Jerry Saltz. Who admitted to
them being good. He was surprised. Hah!
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Suitcase Soapbox
You’ll reach an age
When no one understands anymore
When you are thee only one
Who gets it
You’re gonna say, “Get me outta this town!”
And you’re going to go!
You will consult your parents,
And they might say, no!
But, your mind is made up!
And you can show them how.
You might wake up one day.
And everything’s changed in your way.
You may have to prove it to yourself.
With or without their help.
Your friends will ask why.
They might be crying,
But what’s it worth to you?
Dying.
And that is what changes you, now.
Dying.
And you will make that change!
So sleep in one last time.
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Get that sleep because you’ll need it!
Then clear the underbrush.
Hit the gyms.
Clean your act up a little bit.
Fit in a little when needed, to get your way at times.
Then cut those ties!
Let the anchor fly
Send em the notes worth writing
The love worth signing.
And live for once in your lives.
With, or without her!
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The Bar’s Doors
The night is ending, the bars are closing and
You say, “She should have left with me!”
That she was the one,
But you simply had nobody by your side when you were
done!
She left all of it behind herself for you to have fun with,
And that’s the gift that keeps on giving –
Keeps you coming back for more!
But it’s so hard to imagine a kiss, once she shows you the
doors!
At the end of the night’s elevating victories.
Gloriously coming back for more, you are!
And some say it’s a game of luck like checkers from above,
Red and black, the colors of love and money; inside
This room of love. The passionate glances and cash
advances from above!
But it’s getting old to you, and not to them, so you end your
nights on time now.
And the love just runs away upon entry inside these days!
Yet, you will get that loving in some way and somehow!
Whether you squeeze it out of us, or not.
So squeeze and squeeze and squeeze the nights again!
Sometime soon.
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The Bird is a Branch on Our Family Tree
When the day is stoning you to give into it
When inspiration has not been (around) or kind
When the mood is unsettling
When the mood is falling down or unkind
Get down to writing.
Get down closest to the ground –
Get down around your kind –
with an ear to this or to that or to whatever could make a
sound!
Get around those you love in your heart,
And write!
And write
And if nothing gives in your way and you turn flustered,
pissed, and/or blustered,
It is in that turning, it is in that yearning, it is in that turning
away that you may muster the strength to write!
Yet, as the hammer could have stricken the nail, as the kiss
could have enslaved these keys,
You might give up too soon, so lean into it some more –
and get mean with honesty!
Turn to the sky calmly then,
And you may find a touch of blue?
Because what it takes to write –
Is inside of you!
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The Chores of Life
In times like these
I sit down to empty my mind
The laziness is divine
The couch
The beds
Where no one goes anymore
Except I
And, well, whomever’s in my mind
Betsy, mostly.
It’s a hard life from here to there
Day one Day two Day three
I’m free
Are you?
Free, is but a word in the desert of the real.
But these cigarettes I’m smoking are the deal,
McNeal.
Ohhh, yes… the psychology of color,
Well, that is what I do!
But, it tears at me.
At my mind in two.
And threes.
Like a disease!
And a sneeze. Achoo!
Blow on your kazoo some more,
Life is everything but a chore!
Say those showing me the door!
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And those sleeping on the floors.
Out of doors.
To the sound of lightning in the nights.
To the sound of white lightning and pain!
And, well, gains...
Well.
It takes times like these to shut the doors.
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The Cruise Control
Alright, you’ve got the bums in the park,
The alleyways in the dark,
The heater on blast,
With the doors locked.
The way I see it is this: You can either make some money
or go out swingin’,
Your choice!
But think twice, is all I’m sayin’ to ya!
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The Final Warning Signs
There are many signs of failure,
But the least of them all is talking about it.
Where is any line of penance drawn by the tailor?
Sewing your collar from east to west before you sit.
The couch of therapy on which you sit is the one that fits
part
Of the time.
The cuffs then tailored from too much wine.
Too snug from too much wine.
The crotch is the line of penance upon which it stands!
A fine line in the sand has been drawn on you by him.
But the reality is – it is up to me to see that she fits them
perfectly to my ass.
Or snug it will be in silence.
The highest warning sign is piety.
Silence is the warning of sins.
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The Inner
The balance of the universe is precarious at best
We at its center, or so it seems
Us with our pretty dreams
But now we face a mighty test
North versus South and East versus West
Better pray hard or wish it your best
There’s a mighty judgement coming
The hands of the clock are going round
Some men are lying dead-faced-down
Others are in penthouses that never touch the grounds
Me with my coffee and you in your gown
It’s bittersweet baby
And tough in here with all that frowning going round
But on occasions I can catch a sound
That lifts you up above this couch
And your lips onto my mouth
I can’t even begin to tell you how hard
The painting gets when the towels aren’t washed
Baby, I have to keep it clean and a man needs a maid
But all the same I ain’t getting paid
One day soon I’ll give it all up
But not before Muddy Waters fills my cup
Or some bluesy tone
Ah, I’m just poor me-ing it to the beat of a drum
Mighty-ho-hum
Little boy blue is sucking on his thumb
Or else pinky is Chad’s favorite one
But who really cares about all that stuff
When my brother’s children had it so ruff
Well, I’ll tell you this, guys
It rarely gets better than a burger with fries
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When moving so quickly down her thighs
Pray God you hold me back on this
Or else you’ll hear me hiss and with a twist
Because you babies are babies and that is all
Bridging the springs and bridging the falls
Bouncing around and off these walls
This studio has its perks and it has its valleys
But mostly I’m up in the heavens eating grapes with Sallies
And letting the worshipers down easy to sounds of science
God help us we find the cures
To all the sadness sleeping in the urns
To all that angst beneath our brows
To all the murders in the bars
To all that music coming from the cars
Ah, it’s just me in here doing my thing
I’m so glad I’ve been given this voice to sing
And I don’t expect a thing
Except the rattling of a little change
Some easy money to fly and to fling
Some cash in my wallet, some broads in my past
You see, that is how I made it last
And you won’t see me until I’m past
But frankly, I don’t know if you will
I took the pills and disappeared years ago
With you on the beach and me in the stars
It’s hard to know how far we went
Simply for one of us to go get bent
Escaping was never really my game
Arriving always was my game
And something else is in me you might understand
My God like the Beatles I want to hold your hand
A little tiny heart that hasn’t yet been beat
By the troubles or the happiness in the streets
And you can take the troubles and the angst to the banks
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Of that old Missouri landscape
Because I’m transcendental when at my best
Memories of the Hudson suit me best
New York’s in my soul and it’s on that coast
I never really seemed to boast
So, I survived that city and that holy ghost
With my family by my sides
With some ladies in my mind
And without a shovel and without a pen
It simply wouldn’t have been
And drugs have taken me from here to there
But also down the tunnels of love
And up the rollercoaster and four wheelin’ in the mud
But one by one I’ve given it up
All while I filled your all’s cups
All while I filled your all’s cups
All while I filled your cups and my own
To the sound of rhyming and prose on my tongue
And you might think me too foolish or I might be too
young
But I’m strong and simple when I’m on the run
So remember all that balance it takes
All while you are making mistakes
And remember your country and remember your kin
Because without them the balance would have been
Bent into some kind of reality show
And maybe we are there
And maybe we are not
Here’s to the words, the letters, and the fonts
Here’s to the sound of the hearts and minds
Here’s to the earthiness and his wine.
I couldn’t even hear you love yourself,
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And that’s how the world took place without his help!
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The Light I Write From
In this blue-violet light I write from
you would think the cops are on patrol nightly.
Have you ever seen the blue and red lights come together?
Such a beautiful color, isn’t it?
Yet, it’s been two years now since Denver Springs Psych
Ward,
And the patrol is at a distance. Still though, I am haunted,
by them.
I hear a sound of minor to do in this studio and it’s so
sensitive it hurts.
I am aware of it.
A chill up my spine to let me know they are watching.
And they mean well, probably. But I’ve been caught off
guard in here before,
while dwelling in, my way. Them, my parents, thinking of
suicide.
It’s funny, really. There isn’t any escape from them, not
really!
Too much care drives a person insane really. Too much
care is a bad thing.
Freedom is of the essence. Especially if you’re an artist.
And the stories we
Tolerate. Politics every single day, all day from them. It
goes untold and it’s
Too much really. Death. Death on their minds. All of the
time it’s death.
And it’s frankly too much to uphold. To bare.
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Yet, I am here in this studio working every day. Doing my
god damned job.
And forbid I talk art once in a while to them. Forbid I am
excited by it.
Forbid their morbid fucking stories that are not their own.
Empathy is a good thing, but it must stop. Too much is too
much!
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The Longing
In addition to all that I have done,
Is one who loves me still.
And winning is not for to say you have won,
Because the thrill is not in victory, but in Loving.
And to see it through is my guess,
But when alone, to see if you passed its test.
For, there alone, you will find zest,
For, to move on, without the stress is what it is about.
So, move on, or go without.
But move forward, slowly, in Love.
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The Lucky Ones
I don’t pretend to understand why those poor souls during
9/11 jumped out of those windows.
But years later while I can stand watching the news from
9/11, I seen the videos.
Either way, burned or plummeting, I’ve lived long enough
to know it wasn’t a pleasant sight!
Who knows?
The damned
Bodies just
One by one
Kept jumping like kites
From stories upon stories
In buildings so tall as to
Kill you one by one with
Kites of your own kind
Falling to Earth.
Happiness comes and it goes like kites. The lucky ones,
well, there are no lucky ones.
But some days I fly kites with my nieces and nephews and
all those bodies disappear!
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The Mess That’s In Me
It seems that these days –
I’m surprised.
Surprised at the youth.
Surprised at my broken toothed smile!
My grey hairs,
My back that still works.
Stapling canvases at the same speed as always.
Yet, 42, I’m told, is not old!
Yet, I'll be damned.
If they don’t flip on a dime.
Emotions like chaos, or better yet like flapjacks gone wild
on a silver griddle.
They can’t make up their minds!
And, is it I, oh my, can it be?
Am I in charge of this mess.
Or is it the times?
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The Old Ways Gone South
I’m going in one last time –
I miss the bars
& I miss the stars!
Parking my car in a closer place these dayz
So the weary eyed disasters can get plastered with me.
And make it home safely.
The gin & the whiskey, the cognac, the cigars –
But I’m older,
And soon I’ll turn to the handle,
Glenfiddich.
Glenlivet.
Talisker, our choice!
And the old tunes will be played,
And one day I’ll find it,
The stars and stripes,
The winds and the pipes!
Beirut! A cd gifted to me at no cost.
For me to listen to at no cost!
Zach’s wishes were made!
And I paid at no cost to me.
The Lon Gisland Sound in the two of us,
The Long Island Sound going through to us.
And if I die from it all, I’ll gift it back, one day.
The rhyming, the scheming, the dreaming!
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Through honesty –
It’s costly.
But damn if it ain’t the right way!
To be honest at this thing here.
And ain’t it all so queer!
To sit and sneer with the best of them in that city.
While drowning in it to the best instrumentals around!
You fucking cows! While dreaming?
While living! While teaming.
More like it!
And perhaps teaming up on some girls, the old ways gone
south in a heartbeat’s time.
The old ways gone, North.
Heartbeats on a dime!
Tunes for a dollar at a time!
A girl with an attitude!
Praising a washed-up dude with longitude!
All to sounds of Love. After the dove hits the fan!
Damn.
I like it.
Like some old tunes I know.
Just a born boat moving slow across Long Island Sound
these dayz.
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The Past
I wonder,
How long will I last!
After the pangs of youth are gassed.
After the growing has laughed!
And, after the past is the past, how long will I truly last!
I’m gassed.
But I keep going because I have no idea how not to.
They say it’s better to burn out than to fade away!
And they better be right about that!
Because that’s what I am doing.
You, suckers.
Hah, it’s a little of both didn’t you know.
Burn hard, retreat.
Die a wholesome, death!
Heh, heh, heh!
You suckers!
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The Promenade
I’m sorry to announce this:
Before David Spaltro was ‘Promenade!”
Beauty bent around hook and wave
In Springtime to flowers that behaved,
Unlike a bottle of Jack Daniels
Debaucherously held in a shack down
The way.
Thee Promenade held beauty. And a
Gymnasium where exercise bicycles
Spun like pinwheels and flowerheads
And necks spinning around to the
Prettiness of youthful young ladies
Strolling about. Where Autry and I
Studied up on aesthetics and savored
Coffees by daytimes. You see,
Thee Promenade,
is a
special place by day!
Shrubs hemmed, bushes kept, dandelions wept,
And are still weeping beside me to the sounds
Of crumbling facades across the old harbor! To thee
Sound of “Old Promenade!” shouted to David Spaltro
across
Shorelines of yesterday, to Mr. Spaltro humming
A story of truth. And maybe,
To me drinking to get drunk.
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The Ring (Boxer)
The sun rises in a place I know
In the furnace its glow
A place where sometimes I know
That to go there, you risk it all
And to get out of there alive
One must thrive on the stars at night
Unless of course you need the nighttime
Like me
And in this case, you must sleep
And wait
Until that furnace glow replenishes itself
And then, and only then, do you go back in
For help!
He will greet you then
Within some enormous solitude of light
Wherein the angels dance and sing
Wherein we are replenished with a Ring
But you know me,
I am not the wearer of Rings…
I am its Maker.
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The Sky
I was shot down before I stood.
No one counted on me to do what I could!
But now, I’m clean and they’re all dirty,
With vibes from New York from around 8:30.
A beer with them and one for myself,
I drank it to the tune of themselves!
I was handed the second and drank it without the help.
I drank what I could and let out a yelp or two or three!
I squared up and ran into the night’s sea.
I’m one man with a bunch of might of been.
After Jayson Williams stood high for them.
And not myself.
Standing here wondering what could have been?
Someone wanted to fight about then!
So, I stuck a needle in his eye!
An older gentleman without salve.
Wondering what was on the inside of me!
What do you have, he said!
Well, he stared out of his two bad eyes and into my skies
for hours.
So, he got what he needed and so did I!
A Blackened sky.
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The Teacher
Walking into a classroom with your head up!
Lifting the brush while others are doing sit-ups.
Pushing on where the others have left off!
Pushing long after the others have stopped.
Not waiting on an inspiration to strike in your head,
Not wanting to be better off dead,
Waking instead.
Getting down to work. Long after the working has stopped.
3am in the morning doing pushups of the mental kind.
Yet, once the body wanes, allowing it to wane.
Allowing yourself to adhere to conventions once in a while.
Only to disband with them when necessary to.
The multitudes.
Writing when it hurts to.
Endurance of an unearthly kind!
Addressed, mailed, and signed, from your teacher.
Who must preach at times.
Who must reach in times of desperation to that other place
within us.
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The Tightrope
To walk on. So as to be free from what’s on the left or
right.
At night. So as to be free from day.
In daytime. So as to unify.
So as to love.
Myself.
One.
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The Toughest Man in Sedalia, Missouri
He walks into a bar and takes the brunt with wide eyes
Is greeted by ghosts he shakes hands with
Is too good but sees the good side
His head often aches.
He is a good man
Assertive when he needs to be
Falls short on some things
Passes on some things
Needs a Lady by his side
Quietly deserves her
Takes his punches, in silence
Smells the roses
Basks, from time to time
Listens to the wind, and her.
Leads without leading,
Wears a mask only, only, only
Before the men and women who would have him dead.
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The World Outside Your Door
From time to time
I hear an old bottle of Jack Daniels
or something cheaper busted
on the sidewalk
just outside
our studio doors.
I think sometimes to myself,
Can a person live similar lifetimes at once.
Because I swear it’s me outside that door.
Then I think back to that old story that
Agnes Martin told one day about
a wino outside of her studio entrance.
Yelling, he shouted to her…
“The name’s O’Flaherty, O’Flaherty, does that mean
anything to you!”
And then on occasion I wonder if she’s still telling me
something,
about the world.
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The Writing Reed
Poetry doesn’t write itself. You got to get dirty, sometimes.
Go down with a rhyme. Come up without. Indeed it’s the
mightiest thing without a shout! So, my precious little ones,
Have a ball. Be good to Us All.
Yet, there is now hope.
2, 5, 6… pick up that switch.
Use it in a rhyme… leave out one line.
Or two.
See what happens when they’re good to you!
Be as boisterous as you want.
Be as loud as you’d like!
…
Study hard, exit loud! You should pick up, where I was too
proud!
Walk across that stage.
With your heads held on high!
Hold that flame up on high.
Beat the heck out of those books.
Eat what cooks itself sometimes!
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And you might just get by… without a smile.
But it’s gonna take a little while.
The time that we have.
Is the time that is here.
So, begin it with a little cheer!
Or don’t.
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Thieves
It’s like I’m robbing the bank with
all these poems I’ve written lately.
But a bank only has so much cash
on hand at any one time so now I rob
friends, family, bars, convenient
stores and petty businesses for cash,
jewelry, credit cards and whatever
spends.
I turn my bounty into words that spend.
And through this process I gain more
friends, all who love to steal. So here
I am, giving all my time to thieves,
and the worst kind. Intellectual scum
who prey on the weak, on disappointment,
on casualty, on failed relationships, the
homeless and the heartache.
I’d have it no other way.
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This Christmas
This Christmas I will lean on the poets of the past.
This Christmas I will earn the present!
This Christmas the future can wait on me.
For the heart is but a tiny thing worth little if not for giants.
And the bells greet us now with a glint and a dream of the
future!
And what hearts are cracked I will suture with this dream!
So many dreams so large smothering hearts so small is a
pity,
Yet, if not so large no one to sit upon the shoulders of man!
And you may find my candor to be appended by little
sailors
Whom’s storms will tell if they make it to the coasts,
of this rhyming poem.
But I have just one tiny thing to say about it.
The heart costs more than money weighs.
It outweighs the hearts of men whose Ebenezers outscrooged thought
In a bed made for two!
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To Start Again
It takes all that you have
The memories of love and butt salve
The Bruce Crimp’s and the sweaty limps
The passing of time and the letting go
A burning lighter extinguished by love
The drugs gone
The drinking nearly quenched
A paintbrush, a wrench
To fix the dripping faucets
It won’t be a cinch
But, you will lose yourself in her
Until the moments in which you aren’t
And all the way until heaven’s gates
You will love her
Or she won’t let you in.
Not all the way
And I have lived this way for too long
So, I give myself to others for now
Until awakening knocks me down to size
And it might be too late by then
But I will have died trying.
You see, I’ve never believed in the chase,
But upon fate.
That’s my way.
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Together
Well, I don’t know what life has in store for me,
But it’s merely a dream going south for now.
When I set out to grow old, I thought it would
Be with a lady! And you know, it might happen
This way, yet! But there are many hills to climb
And valleys to pass through with her on my back!
So, as it goes, I roll by the sweetest lookin little
Ladies without breaking my neck or having a heart attack!
Sometimes, that old wind cracks back at me, lady
Nature gets me, you see? She always makes me
Wonder where she’s goin! What she’s about to do
Next! And that’s the hex I’m enduring in the cold!
And ain’t it cold! But bold I am to hold her in my arms!
A wicked flame so nice as to melt the ice would be nice.
And no more cigars in the cold, no more hallelujahs on
hold!
No more calls on hold, no more potato chips sold. No more
Growing old. No more hallelujahs on hold! Please!
Let us strut down streets paved in gold, surf waves of the
old,
To some sold paintings by the graces of old men in suit
Jackets while jamming down the avenues of Saint Louis
And New York City, Brooklyn that is! Enjoying the night’s
Cold air together! And enduring the windy weather of old
Men’s hats gone South together.
Because I’m told it’s a long ways to go before you get
there.
But, you get there!
Together!
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Two Angels, for Jason Baldinger
There are two angels in democracy
One flies by night and the other by day
And together hypocrisy is gay
One does the economics
The other develops programs for the dying
One is blinded by all the crying
The other is wounded by the math
You see, logic has its steely grasp on the throats
That care for the masses and hope systematically at best
But ones and zeroes never thought about the other
Always needing a pusher of the calculator
To do their math for them
So, twilight comes between them every crepuscular time
The first gets the stranglehold on the other.
And the better angels of our nature call them, God.
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Upon those Shores
Not in confidence, but in casual conversation,
She said, to me, in private, “Do you feel that you are
special?”
To which I responded, “Yes! But of course.” On that day in
the sun!
So, in return, I asked that which she already possessed her
answer to,
Do you feel the same; to which she responded, “I feel
normal.”
Dully stated, as she was, upon that day, without peach fuzz
surrounding
Either her reply, or my response, I stated once again
without my tonsils,
“To love goes both ways; with or without care!” And
dually stated at that time,
We lived enough on time that day to watch others in their
blights give
Away their love into the night’s salty air! Upon which, at
that time – we stared!
And now, I go on into Mother Nature’s way, here in this
town, by that shore,
Upon those shores of love, I walk alone – now! Upon the
stony recesses and craggy
Beaches of thy heart, I snore, and walk some more…
In hopes of recovering not one day too soon! And by the
old dock, comes the moon, wakes with the snakes! And I
live.
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Vermont Vindicators
Vermont Vindicators, Southgate Slaughterhousers, Liberty
Park Locos, and the Maplehood is in the house. Anyone
else keeps their mouth shut around here. Especially the East
Side Eradicators, especially them… Don’t no one fuck with
them except us! And their time is comin’, that’s for certain.
With all this that’s going down, I imagine something else
would’ve gotten them by now, but they’re strong with
Donny at the helm. Well, smart, anyhow!
But things been changing round here. All sorts of things.
And this town is going down in a funk like a skunk on bad
weed. 30 minutes or less is on my speed dial these days for
a bag a tweeds and some beers. And Chris don’t come
around here neither, when shit’s a brewin’. So fuck all the
sluts and get ta stewin’ a party, or better yet, a parlay in the
streets of this small town. Fistacuffs or worse – is what
we’re playin with around here. Starting shit from the ends
of blocks to the centers. And the sinners ain’t the saints, or
maybe they are when shit hits the fans. But, that’s just
another silly ruse I’m pining for. In this year gone bad from
it all.
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What a Pity?
One drink and the whole world feels,
Like you’ve fallen off the wagon.
So, what are they gonna do about it.
Is my question to them.
Nothing.
Religion is why,
So you go your way, while I go mine.
And, I’ll be fine.
With this goblet by my side!
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What I know of Time
Perhaps it does exist at this time, but not where you want it
to be.
It is not in your mind. Not in a single work of art! It cannot
be finished by words,
Or by the map and nor the chart! Look not at things but into
them. Not at the paintings,
But between them. What has occurred? Look then.
Not to the many writings on the subject of time, but to the
many writings throughout our worlds.
You may see then! You may see then! You may see then –
that time exists not at once, but in many frames at speeds
incomprehensible all at once,
Differing speeds. Music, poetry, art. It is in these things but
it is not finished by them. It comes and goes, wafting like
scents on breezes.
Like waves on shorelines.
Look into it.
Into those places!
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You Die
I remember teaching.
The last semester was hell.
But, right before that last bell rang.
I let them all know…
What happens to you when you die?
Well, that’s a story for another time.
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You Shall be Free!
Oh, you can see!
You can see, all the live-long day.
That hearts we meet are gay
You can breathe
You can breathe all the live-long day!
From here to Tennessee
the live-long day!
Hearts shall sway a breath!
Exempt of all that heft in the night
And then fight!
With banter and heft at your sides
And grace that denies
The live-long days
You shall live!
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Walking the Plank of
Poetry –
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BLUE
As much as Sylvia Plath loved red,
As much as Edgar Allen Poe loved black,
I see blue and am reminded of how to act!
Ever heard the expression, “You’re my boy, blue!”
Or, “She’s a true blue!”
When I write I’m honest.
Because nothing is sincerer than a true promise to be one’s
self.
And when I paint I’m no doubting Thomas, else you’d
likely put me on a shelf.
Because nothing’s more exciting than true confidence
without the need for help!
And there are the other colors too!
Yellow, because I’m happy.
Green – because I’m rich.
Red, because I bitch.
And Purple because I love you.
And Orange, well orange, because my Angst is boiling up
from above –
There aren’t enough poems in this world to calm my angst!
And not enough yellow to remind me of the danger of red.
But, I shall not commit suicide nor kill a man dead, no
matter the confidence I lack,
Because Blue, well blue, blue calms my soul and
reinvigorates my lust for wisdom and all things old! The
life-giving waters flow, BLUE!
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BLOOD
Into the red eye he goes!
Beyond any sight of friend or foe,
Beyond the times with which she knows!
Into the Eye of the Lord he rows,
Into the Red Eye of the Storm, it blows.
And onto that ship she stows
Straw and grapes shine with the wind below,
Tip toe tip toe upon thine keys so slow she does…
For here I am below!
Storm and sea, Nature’s Beast!
Lord of thy Sun be beneath as we greet!
For, of all the men and lads and women who glide –
The decks of Lords are highest!
Into the Red Eye he goes!
Into snow and sheets,
Without a sneeze
Beneath the pain,
I regain, yes, I regain!
To a handsome beat again.
To the sound of Love again.
To the slain sound of mischief, if only I could –
But it is not our job within this castle-hood!!!
To bring the King’s men and horses around the bend –
For, in here, the men go quickly as horses do to the front.
For her love is my master and thy Lord’s disaster!
Upon the sheets of Love.
Upon the breezes from Love.
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Upon, the crooked cow’s hoof of Love goes something else
beneath,
Upon love
So shine up the windy sheets with satin to greet in bedtimes
and
Beneath them should remain bloods of time!
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Go in June
Leaves scratching and shadows jumping dancing
And staples are prancing from corner to corner
GET BACK (I warned her).
Staples smoothly pierce the pine, rhythm divine.
Corner clamps and red wine! Blood Plath in
a smallish flask. Who knew such a dominant hue?
Was her fate, but make no mistake, she knew. That’s who.
Paint the porch!!! Father says. Grab a fork!!! Mother says.
A brush and a bed then get fed. Clamps, pine, glue, then
dine.
Glue for the sinner. Makes you a winner!
New York… go in June.
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In the Dream
It really is a dream this world we live in.
Nothing happens unless you allow it to!
Nothing takes place unless you vow it to!
You don’t get to walk up the church steps until you’re
ready.
And now I know – it’s a straight shot from where you
stand,
To anywhere you want to go.
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The Eagle
BY ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ring’d with the azure world, he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.
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The Kraken
BY ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
Below the thunders of the upper deep,
Far far beneath in the abysmal sea,
His ancient, dreamless, uninvaded sleep
The Kraken sleepeth: faintest sunlights flee
About his shadowy sides: above him swell
Huge sponges of millennial growth and height;
And far away into the sickly light,
From many a wondrous grot and secret cell
Unnumbered and enormous polypi
Winnow with giant fins the slumbering green.
There hath he lain for ages and will lie
Battering upon huge seaworms in his sleep,
Until the latter fire shall heat the deep;
Then once by men and angels to be seen,
In roaring he shall rise and on the surface die.
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